Abstract
Using Lenses for Improved Sub-6 GHz Massive MIMO Full-Duplex
by
Zhican Chen

In this thesis, we study the use of lenses to improve the performance of
massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) full-duplex base-stations
operating in 3.5 GHz Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) band.
We experimentally demonstrate that practical lens designs can reshape
the beam patterns of the antenna array to improve the “focus” of the
main lobe while reducing the power in the side lobes.

The reduced

side lobe power translates into reduced self-interference and hence improved capacity of the full-duplex systems that use precoding to manage
self-interference. Our results show that an additional 3.5-15 dB of selfinterference can be cancelled using large lenses without compromising the
downlink receive power. The reduced self-interference provides a spectral
efficiency gain of up to 4 bits/s/Hz in the uplink and 6 bits/s/Hz in the
downlink communication of large lens-based full-duplex system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Full-duplex is a wireless communication paradigm that allows concurrent transmission
and reception on the same time-frequency resources [1–6]. It has the potential of
doubling the capacity [5, 7, 8] compared to half-duplex, e.g., time-division duplex
(TDD) or frequency-division duplex (FDD). Realization of a full-duplex system hinges
on combating self-interference, which is the interference created due to transmitting
at the same time when the reception is on. Thus, complete cancellation or at least
significant reduction of self-interference has dominated the research in full-duplex,
resulting in a large body of work on this topic.

1.1

Related Work

A common method in full-duplex designs is to use analog cancellers that suppress
self-interference in the analog domain, before the received signal reaches the analogto-digital-converter (ADC) [3–6]. Analog-cancellers prevent self-interference from
overwhelming the dynamic range of the receiver electronics, thus avoiding swamping the much weaker intended uplink signal [2, 7]. Over recent years, many analog
canceller designs have been proposed for single-antenna [9,10] and dual-antenna [3–5]
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systems. However, as the next generation wireless networks are poised to adopt massive MIMO, that will employ many more antennas at the base-station (e.g., 64-256
antennas in 3GPP [11]), the design complexity of analog cancellers also grows significantly (e.g., O(N 2 ) analog cancellers for N antenna systems), posing a challenge
towards the adoption of full-duplex.
An alternate class of methods have emerged to address the analog complexity
in the digital domain, by turning the problem of large number of antennas into a
solution. The basic idea is to partition the multi-antenna array composed of only
half-duplex transceivers into two sub-arrays, one which transmits and the other which
receives; note that the role of each antenna can be flexible from one time-slot to
another. Transmit beamforming by the transmitters is exploited to focus energy
toward intended downlink users while at the same time, suppressing self-interference
to the receive sub-array [1,2,12,13]. These solutions typically create a tradeoff between
self-interference suppression and downlink transmission degrees-of-freedom (DoF),
i.e., the number of dimensions available for downlink transmission. In other words,
downlink receive power is traded-off to provide higher self-interference suppression.
In this thesis, we aim to suppress self-interference in the wireless propagation
domain that can either supplement existing methods or improve their performance.
We propose the use of a lens array that can be overlaid on the base-station antenna
array. The goal is to reshape each antenna’s effective beam pattern such that selfinterference power can be significantly reduced, by “focusing” energy further in the
uplink and downlink. As a result, the proposed lens-enhanced massive MIMO system
design can improve the self-interference suppression performance of existing analog
and digital domain methods without sacrificing downlink communication quality.
Lens-enhanced wireless systems have been considered previously in literature. For
instance, lenses have been proposed for mm-wave systems to improve power efficiency
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[14,15] and beam-switching feasibility [16–19]. To the best of our knowledge, no prior
work has included an experiment-based evaluation of using lenses at sub-6 GHz regime
for full-duplex operations. In this thesis, we ask and answer two questions: (i) how
does the lens reshape the antenna’s effective beam-pattern, and (ii) what benefits the
system achieve in full-duplex performance.

1.2

Contributions

To answer the question of how, we conducted 3D beam pattern measurements in the
reflection-free environment of an anechoic chamber. Three different types of lenses,
labeled small, medium and large, with varying sizes were used at the base-station
and compared to the baseline case without lenses (labeled as no lens). Our analysis
demonstrates that the medium and large-sized lenses improve the focus antenna’s
radiated power along its main beam direction. More specifically, medium and large
lenses provide up to 7 dB antenna gain with only half the beamwidth compared to no
lens. Furthermore, the large lens can suppress an additional 3 dB of side lobe power
compared to no lens which translates into reduced self-interference suppression in fullduplex operation. Note that not all lens sizes lead to performance gain. When small
lenses are used in our experiments, their performance gain over no-lens is negligible
to none.
To answer the second question of what, we first conducted channel trace measurements with a lens-enhanced 64-antenna two-dimensional base-station using Faros
base-stations as part of RENEW project [20, 21]. The measurement is conducted in
the outdoor environment at Rice Stadium’s top floor. We show that all lenses reduce
the angular correlation and improve the condition number of the MIMO channel. For
example, with large lenses, the condition number of the channel can be reduced by
half compared to no-lens.
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Finally, we investigate the performance of our lens-enhanced wireless system in
full-duplex operations using measurement-based simulations. Two digital domain selfinterference suppression algorithms, namely SoftNull [2] and JointNull [1] are used
in this thesis. When different transceiver configurations are used, the large lenses
always suppress an additional 3.5-15 dB self-interference power compared to the nolens case. Reduction in self-interference power is manifested in full-duplex spectral
efficiency, where large lenses provide around 4 and 6 bits/s/Hz rate gain over no lens
in uplink and downlink, respectively.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the system
model and the problem formulation. In Chapter 3, we provide beam pattern measurements of the lens-enhanced base-station in the reflection-free environment of an
anechoic chamber. In Chapter 4, we provide channel trace measurement of the uplink channel from the lens-enhanced massive MIMO system and analyze the channel
orthogonality. In Chapter 5, we present the self-interference suppression analysis of
the lens system using two digital domain self-interference algorithms, SoftNull [2] and
JointNull [1], to quantify the gains in overall self-interference suppression via lenses
compared to no-lens system. In Chapter 6 we summarize our findings.

1.4

Notation

We use bold uppercase and lowercase letters to denote matrices and column vectors,
respectively; † (as superscript) for Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse; k·kF for the Frobenius norm; k·k2 for the ℓ2 -norm; | · | for the absolute value of a number and cardinality
of a set; ⌊·⌋ for the floor function; ◦ for the Hadamard product; S1 − S2 for set sub-
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traction; I for the identity matrix; H(Sr , Sc ) represents the submatrix of matrix H
constructed from the rows and columns indexed by the sets Sr and Sc , respectively.

Chapter 2

System Model and Problem Statement

2.1

Flexible Antenna Configuration

We consider a base-station equipped with a Uniform Planar Array (UPA) with Mrow
rows and Mcol columns for a total of M = Mrow Mcol antennas. We assume that the
base-station communicates with Ku uplink and Kd downlink users simultaneously,
where both uplink and downlink transmissions are in the same frequency band.
In this thesis, we assume that all antennas are independently controlled halfduplex transceivers, i.e., they can either transmit or receive in the frequency band
of operation but not do both simultaneously. Thus, the in-band full-duplex (IBFD)
operation is achieved by operating Mt out of M antennas in transmit mode, and other
Mr = M − Mt antennas in receive mode. Each such (Mt , Mr ) partition is referred to
as a transceiver configuration, each corresponding to a specific choice of Mt transmit
antennas. Further, note that any arbitrary transceiver configuration is easily achieved
by placing the antennas in transmit or receive mode according to the configuration.
Finally, we assume each mobile user to have a single half-duplex transceiver that can
either transmit or receive at any given time.
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2.2

Lenses for Massive MIMO

The antenna array at the base-station has an overlaid Radio-Frequency (RF) lens
array [22, 23], which is an array of lenses, each being a passive transmissive device
that can either focus or disperse the propagating electromagnetic wave. For example,
for the Mt transmit antennas, lenses placed in front of them will focus the transmitted signal’s power in certain directions and suppress power in other directions while
keeping the total amount of power unchanged (assuming no propagation loss through
lens). Given that the lens is a passive device with a linear and invertible transfer
function, channel reciprocity is expected [14] and thus similar laws can be applied to
receive antennas as well. With carefully designed lens geometry and antenna array
configuration, the base-station can fine-tune the antennas’ beam patterns (see definition in Section 2.3). To demonstrate this, we investigate and compare four types of
lenses with different diameters D as shown in Fig. 2.1. Depending on the relative size
compared to the antenna, different types of lenses could cover one or more antennas,
as depicted in Fig. 2.1(b)-(d). In the case where a lens covers multiple antennas, different antennas would generally have different patterns since they are usually covered
by different portions of the lens.

2.3

Signal Model

In this section, we describe the channel and signal model used throughout the thesis.
Let H D ∈ CKd ×M , H U ∈ CM ×Ku , H S ∈ CM ×M be the downlink, uplink and selfinterference channel, respectively. All the channels are assumed to be block fading.
Note that the channel characterization above is for the entire base-station before
assigning roles (transmit or receive) to each of its antennas. And the effect of lenses is
not incorporated into this characterization. To incorporate the reconfigurable nature
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{(θ, φ), 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, −π ≤ φ ≤ π} → R, where i is the antenna index, θ and
φ are the elevation and azimuth angle of incident or emergence waves to the
antenna. The symbol ℓ is the type of lens adopted at the base-station and is
chosen from Lbs = {N, S, M, L}, corresponding to No lens, Small lens, Medium
lens and Large lens, respectively. The value of fiℓ (θ, φ) is the amount of power
transmitted to or received at antenna i from angle (θ, φ) measured in linear
scale. Since the total amount of power should remain constant, the mean value
of each pattern over all the angle pairs is 1 (i.e., 0 dBi).
3. As mentioned above, the uplink, downlink and self-interference channels for the
entire antenna array without considering the lenses are given by H U , H D and
H S , respectively. For a given transceiver configuration specified as St and lens
type ℓ ∈ Lbs adopted at the base-station, the channels are calibrated as,
H u = F u ◦ H U (Sr , :) ∈ CMr ×Ku ,
H d = F d ◦ H D (:, St ) ∈ CKd ×Mt ,

(2.1)

H s = F s ◦ H S (Sr , St ) ∈ CMr ×Mt ,
where F u ∈ RMr ×Ku , F d ∈ RKd ×Mt and F s ∈ CMr ×Mt are defined as:
F u (i, j) =

q

q

fiℓ (θij , φij )

fjℓ (θji , φji )
q
q
F s (i, j) = fiℓ (θij , φij ) · fjℓ (θji , φji )

F d (i, j) =

(2.2)

Note that Equation (2.2) requires each channel element H u (i, j) to be single
tap, i.e., there is only one path with angle-of-arrival (AoA) / angle-of-departure
(AoD) as (θij , φij ) between the two antennas i and j. The assumption is justified
for orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) transmission, where
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each narrowband subcarrier would experience a flat fading channel.
With the uplink, downlink and self-interference channels defined in Equation (2.1),
the signal model is given by
y d = H d Pxd + wd

(2.3)

y u = H u xu + H s Pxd + wu
We assume that xd ∈ CKd ×1 , the downlink signal transmitted by the base-station, is
always precoded by a precoder P ∈ CMt ×Kd , where Mt is the cardinality of the chosen
configuration St . The symbol xu ∈ CKu ×1 denotes the uplink signal transmitted by
all the Ku uplink users. Additionally, y u ∈ CMr ×1 and y d ∈ CKd ×1 denote the
uplink and downlink received signals, respectively. Finally, wu ∼ CN (0, σu2 I Mr ) is
the uplink receive noise and wd ∼ CN (0, σd2 I Kd ) is the Gaussian approximation of
the sum of downlink receive noise and Inter-User-Interference (IUI). As discussed in
Chapter 5, the precoder P is designed for meeting downlink transmission requirements
and suppressing self-interference from transmission antennas to receiving antennas at
the base-station. The transmission power is constrained to not exceed unit power, i.e.,
kPxd k2F ≤ 1 and kxu k2F ≤ 1. We also assume E[kxd k2F ] = Kd and hence kPk2F ≤ 1.
Based on previous measurement results [2], we assume that all matrices mentioned
above are full-rank.
Note that IUI is the interference at the downlink user’s end from the transmissions
of uplink users. A rich literature can be found regarding minimizing IUI by designing
schedules [24] [25] [26] [27] and MAC layer protocols [28] [29]. We hereby assume that
most of the IUI can be effectively eliminated using prior methods and the magnitude of
residual IUI is close to that of downlink receiver noise, and hence we do not explicitly
model it in this thesis.
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2.4

Problem Statement

The problem formulation is inspired by [1] where the MIMO full-duplex (FD) design
problem is solved using a combination of (i) transmission precoding, (ii) base-station
transceiver configuration design, (iii) digital cancellation and (iv) partial analog cancellation. In this thesis, we study the case where there are no analog cancellers, which
is a more suitable approach for Massive MIMO systems as the reconfigurable analog
cancellers in [1] may not be cost-effective for large arrays.
We study the full-duplex design problem in a demand-based manner [1]. To be
more specific, we incorporate the uplink and downlink demand rate tuple (αudem , αddem )
bits/s/Hz into our optimization objective as follows:

minimize |αudem − αu | + |αddem − αd |
such that H d P = cI, and

(2.4)

kPk2F ≤ 1, St ⊂ Sbs ,
0 ≤ Mt ≤ M, c ∈ R+
where,


pul
αu = Ku log2 1 + 2
(σu + 10−βdc /10 psi )


pdl
αd = Kd log2 1 + 2
σd



(2.5)

Here pul = kH u k2F /Ku , pdl = kH d Pk2F /Kd , psi = kH s Pk2F are the uplink,
downlink receive and residual self-interference power, respectively. In [1], the precoder
P (labeled JointNull precoder) is constrained to be zero-forcing so that IUI among
downlink users is eliminated from downlink transmission. The JointNull precoder
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also forces P to follow the max-min fairness criterion, which ensures equal downlink
receive power among all downlink users. Mathematically speaking, the zero-forcing
constraint forces H d P to be diagonal and the fairness constraint forces all diagonal
elements to be the same.
Putting these two together yields H d P = cI as used in Equation (2.4). We
assume that the residual self-interference power can be cancelled by βdc dB in the
digital domain by the Mr receiving antennas. Thus, the self-interference power after
this digital cancellation is 10−βdc /10 psi as shown in Equation (2.5).

Chapter 3

Beam Pattern Measurements

In this Chapter, we study the combined effect of a lens array on the overall radiation
beam pattern. We conducted 3D beam pattern measurements with three different lens
arrays and compare them to the case without any lens. Main beam characteristic is
analyzed using two metrics: antenna gain (i.e., maximum power gain) and directivity,
followed by power analysis over the side lobes. For the remainder of this Chapter,
we first introduce the experimental setup of the measurement and then describe the
main results.

3.1

Experiment Setup

We employ an automated NSI indoor spherical near-field system in the reflectionfree environment of an anechoic chamber (see Fig. 3.1). As depicted in Fig. 2.1(e),
the base-station consists of 25 patch antennas placed as a 5 × 5 rectangular UPA.
Each antenna is square shaped with side length l = 39.4 mm, approximately half the
wavelength at 3.5 GHz CBRS band. Furthermore, the antennas are dual-polarized,
supporting two different diagonal polarization directions (±45◦ ).
The lenses are spherical with three different sizes, built using dielectric PTFE
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(a) front

(b) rear

Figure 3.1: Front and back view of reflection-free anechoic chamber measurement
setup for 3 × 3 medium lens array placed in front of a 5 × 5 antenna array.
Teflon material; dielectric constant ǫr = 2.10. For each lens type, multiple uniform
sized lenses are embedded into a bracket made from polylactic acid (PLA) — ǫr =
1.46. The bracket is mounted in front of the antenna array with a negligible distance
in between via bolts and rivets. As depicted in Fig. 2.1(f)-(h), the number of lenses
used decreases with increasing lens size, thus fixing the total coverage area of each
lens array. Details of the lens array are described in Table 3.1.
For each lens type ℓ, we take 3D beam pattern measurements over a distinctive
subset of all the base-station antennas, which is referred to as its measurement set
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Lens diameter
D (mm)
No lens
5 × 5 Small lens
38.1
3 × 3 Medium lens
76.2
2 × 2 Large lens
114.3
Lens type

Measurement set
ℓ
Sms
N
Sms
= {13}
S
Sms = {13}
M
Sms
= {12, 13, 17}
L
Sms = {11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 21}

Table 3.1: Size and measurement sets of the lenses.
ℓ
ℓ
Sms
⊂ Sbs . The measurement set Sms
includes antennas covered by different portion of

the lens ℓ such that their beam patterns are representative for the whole antenna array.
1

Note that we assume perfect hardware implementation of the base-station so that

the overall beam pattern of each antenna depends solely on the lens covering it. Thus,
ℓ
the construction of Sms
is essentially the selection of antennas covered by distinctive

part of the lens array. For example, when small lenses are used, each antenna is
fully covered by a single lens. Thus, one measurement over any arbitrary antenna is
sufficient since all 25 antennas from base-station share identical beam pattern. Larger
sized lenses require more antennas being measured due to the larger per-lens coverage
area. More details and discussion over this can be found in Appendix 5.2.
ℓ
For each lens type ℓ, antennas from Sms
are activated sequentially during the

measurement. At each time, only one antenna is activated while the rest remain silent.
Multiple measurements were taken using a narrowband signal with both polarization
at 7 different central frequencies, i.e., 3.3 GHZ, 3.4 GHz, 3.55 GHZ, 3.625 GHz,
3.7 GHz, 3.8 GHz, 3.9 GHz. Aside from the three lens arrays mentioned earlier, we
also take measurements for the case where no lens is used, as baseline. In all, over
170 measurements (more than 100 GigaBytes of data) were taken.
1

For medium lenses, we have partial measurements due to COVID-19 related shutdowns.
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Figure 3.2: Measured return loss for a 3 × 3 antenna array. Antennas are indexed
similarly as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). Shaded area corresponds to CBRS band.

3.2

Experiment Result

We first present measured return loss (also called reflection coefficient in the literature) for a 3 × 3 antenna array, using measurements for both −45◦ and +45◦
polarization. The measurement was taken over 3 different antennas with index 1, 2
and 5 (following the indexing pattern described in Section 2.3). For the i-th antenna
from the 3 × 3 antenna array, we refer to its measured return loss as Sii in Fig. 3.2.
As depicted in Fig. 3.2, the measured return loss is at most -14 dB from 3.55 GHZ
to 3.7 GHz, showing that the patch antenna covers the CBRS band very well. In the
following part of this section, we present the analysis for measurements taken with
−45◦ polarization and 3.625 GHz central frequency — center of the CBRS band.
Result 1 Lenses focus each antenna’s power to its main beam so that it would have
higher antenna gain and better directivity, i.e., reduced beamwidth. The ability to
focus power improves with the lens size. While large lenses provide 4-7 dB extra
antenna gain over no lens with at most half of its beamwidth, performance gain from
small lenses over no lens is negligible to none.
In Fig. 3.3, we present the measured radiation beam pattern at the horizontal
(θ = 90◦ ) and vertical (φ = 0◦ ) plane for power gain and directivity analysis. For
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(a) Horizontal plane

(b) Vertical plane

Figure 3.3: Measured 3D beam patterns for representative antennas of the four different lens arrays. For each lens type, the representative antenna is placed near the
center of the lens. a) horizontal plane (elevation angle θ = 90◦ ) slice; b) vertical plane
(azimuth angle φ = 0◦ ) slice.
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each lens type ℓ, we present results for one representative antenna selected from its
ℓ
measurement set Sms
. The antenna selected for each lens type is placed near the

center of the lens so that its beam steering range is well covered by it. Based on the
measurement result, we make three empirical observations:
1. Directivity, characterized by half-power-beamwidth (HPBW), is positively correlated to the antenna gain. When the gain is increased, a narrower beam is
observed. This is reasonable since the lens is a passive device, therefore energy
is in principle conserved from its two sides. When more energy is focused towards the main beam direction (i.e., higher antenna gain), energy radiated to
other directions will be inevitably reduced, thus resulting in better directivity
(i.e., smaller HPBW).
2. Increasing lens size leads to increased antenna gain, and thus better directivity
as stated above. While the small lenses show negligible directivity (around 110◦
HPBW in horizontal plane), both the medium and the large lens arrays show
significant enhancement with narrower beamwidth (at most 65◦ at both planes)
and 1-7 dB higher antenna gain, see Table 3.2 for the statistics.
3. The use of lenses does not necessarily lead to performance gain compared to
the no lens scenario. When comparing between no lens and small lenses, no
benefits can be assigned to the latter in terms of antenna gain and directivity;
in fact, a even wider beam is observed at horizontal plane for small lens. We
note that this does not contradict the conclusion made in [17], since even their
smallest-sized lenses could roughly cover the whole antenna array.
In Fig. 3.4 we present the full beam pattern measurement results over all 13
measured antennas.
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(a) no lens, antenna 13 (b) small lens, antenna(c) medium lens, an-(d) medium lens, an13
tenna 12
tenna 13

(e) medium lens, an-(f) large lens, antenna(g) large lens, antenna(h) large lens, antenna
tenna 17
11
12
13

(i) large lens, antenna 16 (j) large lens, antenna 17 (k) large lens, antenna 21

Figure 3.4: Measured 3D beam patterns for all measured antennas.
It is observed that the medium lens and large lens can project the antenna’s main
beam significantly away from the central direction (φ = 0◦ , θ = 90◦ ). This is also
shown quantitatively from Table 3.2. The medium lens can shift the beam away
from central direction at most 37◦ in azimuth and 21◦ in elevation. The difference is
even larger with large lenses, which provides a maximum shift of 37◦ in azimuth and
50◦ in elevation. Such beam direction shift can be exploited by the base-station for
beamforming towards users from different angles.
Result 2 Large lenses suppress side lobe power by around 3 dB compared to no lens
case.
We define the side lobe of each antenna’s beam pattern as shown in Fig. 3.5. Two
parameters relevant to the size of the side lobes are used here: the elevation (∆θ )
and azimuth (∆φ ) span of the side lobe. Power measured from the back side (i.e.,
|φ| > 90◦ ) of the antenna array is not included as part of the side lobe. For each lens
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Measured antenna
No lens, ant 13
Small lens, ant 13
Medium lens, ant 12
Medium lens, ant 13
Medium lens, ant 17
Large lens, ant 11
Large lens, ant 12
Large lens, ant 13
Large lens, ant 16
Large lens, ant 17
Large lens, ant 21

Antenna gain (dBi)
8.27
8.04
10.49
10.68
9.07
12.78
13.13
12.32
15.23
15.33
15.25

Beam direction (φ, θ)
(6◦ , 83◦ )
(−6◦ , 80◦ )
(37◦ , 94◦ )
(6◦ , 85◦ )
(35◦ , 69◦ )
(−14◦ , 131◦ )
(19◦ , 40◦ )
(−47◦ , 126◦ )
(−15◦ , 115◦ )
(22◦ , 108◦ )
(−16◦ , 81◦ )

HPBW (φ, θ)
(104◦ , 97◦ )
(115◦ , 62◦ )
(36◦ , 72◦ )
(62◦ , 58◦ )
(30◦ , 28◦ )
(37◦ , 28◦ )
(42◦ , 27◦ )
(21◦ , 22◦ )
(30◦ , 32◦ )
(33◦ , 35◦ )
(39◦ , 37◦ )

Table 3.2: Main beam statistics for all measured antennas.
type ℓ, we calculate the average power pℓSL of the side lobe with a variety of choices
of the span (∆θ , ∆φ ). For simplicity, we choose a fixed span for both elevation and
azimuth as ∆θ = ∆φ and present the result in Table 3.3. For each lens type ℓ, we
choose the same example antenna as used in Fig. 3.3 for presentation.
Based on Table 3.3, it is clear that with larger side lobe span, the average power
for all measured antennas is increased. This makes sense since a larger portion of
the main lobe will be included with larger side lobe span. With all the span values
used, the large lens reduces around 3 dB additional power compared to no lens.
This is useful to help reduce the self-interference power in full-duplex operations. In
comparison, the medium lens’ performance gain over no lens is negligible and small
lens even offers worse performance. This once again validates the conclusion 3 made
in result 1.

Chapter 4

System-level Trace Measurements

In the previous Chapter, we demonstrated that the adoption of lenses at the basestation can reshape each antenna’s beam pattern. When large lenses are used, the
modified beam pattern exhibits higher antenna gain and narrower beamwidth for
medium and large lenses, compared to no lens scenario. We next study the impact
of these lens arrays on a deployed base-station’s performance in real propagation
environments. To the best of our knowledge, this is a first-of-its-kind experimentbased system-level analysis of lens-enhanced massive MIMO systems at sub-6 GHz
in real world environments. The experiment setup is presented in the following part
of this Chapter, followed by analysis over the orthogonality of the MIMO downlink
channel H d .

4.1

Experiment Setup

The measurements were carried out in the outdoor environment at the top floor of
Rice Stadium (see Fig. 4.2). Measurements of real array-to-client channel traces
were collected using the Argos V3 [8, 30, 31] platform as the base-station. Both the
base-station and the clients employed custom programmable Software Defined Radio
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Four clients were emulated by the four antennas interfaced to two extra Iris boards,
which are referred to as the “stationary node” and the “mobile node”, respectively.
During each measurement, the mobile node was carried by a researcher and moved
along the “mobile path” (see illustration from Fig. 4.2) at walking speed. In comparison, the stationary node was left static in the middle of the mobile path throughout
the whole measuring process. It took around 70 seconds for the mobile node to move
from one end of the mobile path to the other, yielding 8000 frames to be analyzed
for each measurement. The two ends of the mobile path span a 90◦ angle from the
base-station. The elevation angle of both nodes to the base-station is around 72◦ . An
illustration of this can be found in Fig. 4.2.
Both nodes sent pilot signals to the base-station continuously and simultaneously
throughout each measurement, which was processed to generate the instantaneous
channel state information (CSI) of the 64×4 matrix of uplink channel H u . We employ
TDD transmission throughout the measuring process. Thus, channel reciprocity can
be leveraged to easily obtain the CSI value of downlink channel as H d = H Tu . For
each measurement, CSI values of the uplink channel H u were collected at 3.6 GHz
central frequency in a 5 MHz bandwidth. Both the base-station and the clients
support OFDM transmission. More precisely, the 5 MHz bandwidth is further divided
into 64 OFDM subcarriers, 52 of which were utilized during the measurement. In
all, measurements with four types of lenses applied at the base-station (more than
180 GigaBytes) were taken. The magnitude of the coherence time is calculated as
Tc =

c
v f˙c

≈ 11s [33], where c is the light speed, v is the speed of the mobile node and fc

is the central frequency. This is much longer compared to the time resolution of each
data frame, 8.8 ms. More details of the channel measurement and signal processing
process can be found in [8].
During each measurement, the distance from the mobile node to its starting point
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(e.g., left end of the mobile path) can be characterized by two types of distances: (i)
temporal distance, the time the node had travelled, or equivalently the frame index
and (ii) angular distance α ∈ (0◦ , 90◦ ) (see Fig. 4.2(c)), the angle spanned from the
base-station to the starting point and the node’s instantaneous position. For example,
the angular distance of the stationary node to the starting point (both left and right)
is 45◦ . For simplicity, we assume a linear relationship between the two distances.
Thus, to get downlink channel vector measure at angle α, we could simply find the
frame with index i = ⌊ 90α◦ × N ⌋ where N = 8000 is the total number of frames taken
for each measurement.

4.2

Experiment Results

Massive MIMO systems provide high communication throughput, reliability and
power efficiency with low-cost linear signal processing algorithms [34]. In order to
achieve near-optimal performance, one of the key assumptions exploited in massive
MIMO is that the clients’ downlink channel vectors are nearly orthogonal to each
other. This is also known as favorable propagation condition in literature [35] [36]
[37] [38]. Channel orthogonality is closely related to the spatial proximity among
clients. The trend is that closely spaced clients tend to have ill-conditioned downlink channels with poor orthogonality. This is due to the shared AoDs among each
user’s dominant downlink channel paths, which is a result of high similarity in their
propagation environment [38].
In Chapter 3, we reported on how lenses affect the beam pattern of patch antennas.
We see that mounting lenses, especially large ones, results in energy focus in certain
directions. Therefore, it is natural to expect the use of lenses in a massive MIMO
setup to divide the spatial domain into regions with reduced overlap. This allows us
to expect low spatial channel correlation between users, thereby making the design
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of instantaneous precoders easier. This intuition is examined and confirmed through
outdoor experiments where users’ angular channel correlation and channel condition
number were measured. Note that, reduced channel correlation also makes scheduling
more flexible. More users are in orthogonal channel conditions and can be scheduled
together at a given time.
Result 3 All lenses reduce the angular correlation and improve the condition number
of the MIMO channel.
We next investigate the impact of lenses on the angular correlation and the condition number of the MIMO channel. User proximity is manifested in our analysis as
angular distance between users. For example, for user i and j with angular distance
αi , αj to the same starting point, their angular distance is ∆α = |αi − αj |. Two
commonly used metrics are adopted for downlink channel orthogonality evaluation:
(i) channel vector correlation and (ii) channel condition number. The analysis is
presented over measurement data with the mobile node moving from left (north) end
of the mobile path to the right (south) end.
Frequently used in literature [35] [36], the orthogonality of a two-user MIMO
channel can be described by the correlation coefficient between the two users’ channel
vectors as:

ρij =

|hH
i hj |
khi k2 · khj k2

(4.1)

where hi , hj ∈ CMt is the downlink channel vector for user i and j, respectively.
Orthogonality of MIMO system with more than two users can be characterized by
Equation (4.1) in a pair-wise manner. ρij ranges from 0 to 1, with lower values
indicating better orthogonality. Given that the measurements over the mobile node
were taken continuously, each measured downlink channel vector (i.e., one data frame)
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Figure 4.3: Measured angular correlation coefficient of uplink/downlink MIMO channel.
is uniquely associated to a measuring spot (emulated as a user) on the mobile path.
Thus, the correlation coefficient of a channel vector pair can be associated to the
angular distance between the two vectors’ respective measuring spot.
In Fig. 4.3 we illustrate the relationship between the correlation coefficient and
the angular distance between users using measurement data from the mobile node.
For each angular distance ∆α ∈ (0◦ , 45◦ ), we calculate the empirical expected value
of the corresponding correlation coefficient, where the expectation is taken over all
channel vector pairs with ∆α angular distance. For each type of lens, the correlation
coefficient ρ(∆α ) decreases with increasing angular distance. This makes sense since
poor orthogonality is often expected from closely spaced users. For ∆α ∈ (5◦ , 45◦ ),
it is observed that all three lenses provide lower angular correlation compared to no
lens.
We then analyze the downlink MIMO channel using the metric of condition number, as is adopted in literature [35] [39] [36]. For each angle α ∈ (0◦ , 90◦ ), we use
the corresponding measurement data from both the mobile and the stationary node
(emulated as 4 users as mentioned earlier) to construct a 64 × 4 downlink MIMO
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Figure 4.4: Measured condition number for uplink/downlink MIMO channel. The
angular distance α corresponds to that of the mobile node.
channel H d (α). The condition number of the H d (α) is defined as:

κ(α) = κ(H d (α)) =

σmax (α)
σmin (α)

(4.2)

where σmax (α) and σmin (α) are the maximum and minimum singular values of the
Garmian matrix H d (α)H H d (α), respectively. A lower condition number indicates
better channel orthogonality. In Fig. 4.4, the angular distance α refers to the one
of the mobile node. For each type of lens, we present the average and maximum
condition number of the measurement process in Table 4.1. High κ(α) is observed
with α close to 45◦ for all types. This is reasonable since the stationary node is placed
at the center of the mobile path with angular distance around 45◦ . When the mobile
node was moved near the stationary node at α ≈ 45◦ , all four users were spaced
closely, which makes the propagation condition unfavorable based on our previous
analysis. It is also observed from Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.1 that the use of large lenses
reduces the condition number to nearly only half of the no lens case.
From the analysis above, we can summarize that the use of lenses at the basestation could significantly improve the downlink channel’s orthogonality with same
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Lens type
No lens
Small lens
Medium lens
Large lens

Condition number
average maximum
10.73
24.98
5.81
19.41
5.79
17.06
4.87
12.74

Table 4.1: Statistics for measured condition number of MIMO uplink/downlink channel.
propagation environment. This is helpful to wireless communication in a broader
sense than full-duplex operation. In the following Chapter, we simulate the full-duplex
operation using beam pattern measurement results. We show that the adoption of
lenses at the base-station also helps reduce self-interference.
Result 4 All lenses improve downlink channel sum-rate.
Here we present the downlink sum-rate of multiple downlink users with different
angular distances between these users using the measurement results from the mobile
client. For a given number of downlink users Kd , the Kd downlink users were spaced
along the mobile path with equal angular distance ∆α apart from each other. For
instance, with Kd = 4 downlink users, this is equivalent to picking four frames with
∆α
2∆α
3∆α
frame index as i0 , i0 + ⌊ 90
◦ × N ⌋, i0 + ⌊ 90◦ × N ⌋, and i0 + ⌊ 90◦ × N ⌋, where i0 is

the index of initial frame and N = 8000 is the total number of frames.
For each set of Kd downlink users with ∆α angular distance, we construct a Kd ×64
downlink channel matrix H d (∆α ) using measured channel trace data corresponding
to this set. A linear signal processing method, conjugate beamforming, is utilized here
for precoding at the base-station side where the precoder is the conjugate transpose
(i.e., Hermitian transpose) of the downlink channel matrix:
Pconj (∆α ) = H H
d (∆α )

(4.3)
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Thus, the Kd × Kd effective downlink channel matrix H ef f can be represented as:
H ef f (∆α ) = H d (∆α )Pconj (∆α ) = H d (∆α )H H
d (∆α )

(4.4)

Each channel element H ef f (∆α )[i, j] = |hH
i hj | is the effective channel from the jth data stream (intended for the j-th downlink user) to the i-th downlink user. Thus
the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) of the i-th downlink user can be
represented as:

SIN Ri (∆α ) = P

|H ef f (∆α )[i, i]|2
2
2
j6=i |H ef f (∆α )[i, j]| + σd

(4.5)

|H ef f (∆α )[i, j]|2 is the power of the sum of the interference and σd2
P
is the measured noise power. The interference power term j6=i |H ef f (∆α )[i, j]|2 =
P
H
2
j6=i |hi hj | depends on the orthogonality of the downlink channel. As discussed
where

P

j6=i

earlier, improved orthogonality can be manifested by a reduced correlation coefficient

between different users’ channel vectors, which leads to reduced interference and thus
increased SINR. Combining all the Kd downlink users’ SINR yields the downlink
sum-rate of the measured channel as:

Rsum (∆α ) =

Kd
X

log2 (1 + SIN Ri (∆α ))

(4.6)

i=1

Shown in Fig. 4.5 is the relationship between downlink sum-rate and the chosen
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(a) 4 downlink users

(b) 6 downlink users

(c) 8 downlink users

Figure 4.5: Downlink sum-rate of users with equal angular distance. ∆α is the angular
distance between users.
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users’ angular distance ∆α with different number of downlink users as Kd = 4, 6, 8.
It is observed that, with increasing angular distance, the sum-rate would generally
increase. This is reasonable since our previous analysis in Fig. 4.3 has illustrated
that when users are spaced further apart with increased angular distance ∆α , the
correlation coefficient between their channel vectors would decrease, thus leading to
increased SINR and sum-rate. From Fig. 4.5, it is also shown that by using lenses
at the base-station, the sum-rate of the downlink channel is increased compared to
the no lens scenario. This matches well with the analysis over Fig. 4.3. For example,
with ∆α = 8◦ , the correlation coefficient from large lens is smaller than that of no
lens by 0.13. This is well manifested in Fig. 4.5 where the sum-rate is improved by
1, 2.5, and 6.5 bps/Hz with 4, 6, and 8 downlink users, respectively.

Chapter 5

MIMO Full-duplex with Lens

The beam pattern measurements presented in Chapter 3 demonstrates that lenses
improve the main beam performance by reducing the side lobe power. This opens
up the potential of adopting lenses for full-duplex transmission since reduced side
lobe power may lead to reduced self-interference power. In this Chapter, we demonstrate that the performance of previously proposed precoder-based digital domain
self-interference suppression methods can be further enhanced by using lenses. Two
self-interference suppression algorithms, namely SoftNull [2] and JointNull [1], are
used for performance comparison between different lens types. We show that by
using a large lens array, up to 15 dB self-interference can be suppressed compared
to no lens at the base-station, without compromising the downlink receive power.
We briefly review the two algorithms before providing measurement-based simulation
analysis.

5.1

Self-interference Suppression Algorithms

SoftNull [2] suppresses self-interference in the digital domain and completely eliminates the use of analog cancellers. The SoftNull precoder is sub-optimal in the sense
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that it decouples self-interference suppression from downlink beamforming. It operates on the output of downlink beamforming methods (e.g., zero-forcing) and thus
can be incorporated as a modular addition to existing downlink MU-MIMO transmission schemes [2]. SoftNull establishes a tradeoff between downlink transmission
DoF and self-interference cancellation. While SoftNull achieves reasonable performance under high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scenarios, its performance gain over
traditional half-duplex TDD transmission is either very low or negligible at low SNR
or high-scattering indoor environments.
In order to further improve self-interference suppression performance, JointNull
was proposed in [1]. It uses a limited number (as low as 0) of analog cancellers. Unlike SoftNull, the JointNull precoder is optimal in the sense that it jointly optimizes
downlink beamforming and self-interference. Demand-based transceiver configuration
design is also incorporated into the JointNull scheme to provide further performance
gain. Here we consider the special case of JointNull without analog-cancellers, which
still provides up to 15 dB additional self-interference suppression compared to SoftNull [1].

5.2

Reconstructing Full Beam Pattern Using Partial Measurements

Perfect hardware implementation is assumed for the antenna array at the base-station.
That is, if two antennas i and j are covered by the same lens (or the same portion of
the lens), they would have identical beam patterns as fiℓ = fjℓ . In other words, each
antenna pattern is assumed to be solely determined by the lens placed in front of it.
For example, when no lens or small lens is used as shown in Fig. 2.1(a)-(b), all 25
antennas share an identical beam pattern.
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pattern as fiℓum = fiℓms . The no lens and small lens example mentioned above is
an example of application of such symmetry.
Mirror symmetry The lens covering the unmeasured antenna can be seen as a
mirror image of the lens covering the measured antenna against a certain mirror plane. Thus, their patterns can also be seen as mirror images of each
other.

Depending on the mirror plane, the unmeasured antenna’s pattern

can be expressed as fiℓum (x, y, z) = fiℓms (x, y, −z) if the plane is xy plane or
fiℓum (x, y, z) = fiℓms (x, −y, z) if the plane is the xz plane. For example, when
large lenses are used at the base-station, unmeasured antenna 1 is the mirror of
the measured antenna 21 against the xy plane, thus its pattern can be expressed
B
as f1B (x, y, z) = f21
(x, y, −z).

Rotational symmetry The lens covering the unmeasured antenna can be seen as
a rotated version of the lens covering a measured antenna. More specifically,
two types of rotational symmetry are considered: (i) 90◦ clockwise rotation
along the x-axis or (i) 90◦ anti-clockwise rotation along the x-axis, which correspond to the unmeasured antenna’s pattern as fiℓum (x, y, z) = fiℓms (x, z, −y)
and fiℓum (x, y, z) = fiℓms (x, −z, y), respectively. For example, when large lenses
are used at the base-station, the pattern of the unmeasured antenna 22 is the
90◦ clockwise rotated version (along the x-axis ) of the pattern of the measured
antenna 16.
Using the three symmetries described above, one can derive each unmeasured
antenna’s beam pattern from the measured antennas’ patterns. For the relatively
simple case where no lens or small lenses are used, each antenna’s pattern is expressed
as fiN = fiNms , fiS = fiSms . For the case where large lenses are used, we derive each
antenna’s pattern as shown in Fig.5.1. The subscripts xy, xz mean mirror symmetry
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against the xy and xz planes, respectively; c, a correspond to 90◦ rotational symmetry
along the x−axis clockwise and anti-clockwise, respectively.

5.3

Simulation Setup

Two measurement data sets are used in our simulation: (i) beam pattern measurements presented in Chapter 3, and (ii) channel trace measurements collected by
authors from [2] and analyzed in both [2] and [1]. Given the previous measurement
results from Chapter 3, the medium lens provides moderate performance compared
to the other three lens types. For simplicity, in this Chapter we omit the medium
lens and focus on the small and large lens, which provide lower and upper bounded
performance for lenses.
Over recent years, several massive MIMO prototypes have been reported in [30]
[8] [40] [41]. We used the outdoor channel measurements from ArgosV2 platform
collected by authors from [2], which is also analyzed in [1]. The channel measurement
data was taken using a 72-antenna base-station placed as a 8 × 9 array with 4 uplink
and 4 downlink single-polarized users, i.e., M = 72, Mrow = 8, Mcol = 9, Ku = Kd = 4.
We note that the SoftNull dataset was collected in the 2.4 GHz band, while our
lens characterization at Chapter 3 was performed in 3.5 GHz band. Thus, in the
strict sense, we cannot combine the two datasets. However, we claim that the trends
provided by our calculations will hold and hence provide first-order confirmation on
the gain from the lens-enhanced massive MIMO full-duplex.1
Since the SoftNull dataset was collected for a 72-element array, we adopt the following procedure to match it with our beam pattern measurement setup at Chapter 3.
We start with a 10 × 10 antenna array consisting of 4 identical 5 × 5 sub-arrays as
1

The measurement campaign was curtailed short due to COVID-19 related shutdowns, and hence
we had to use past measurements to complete the analysis.
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as the base-station (see Fig. 5.2), which allows us to adopt the channel data measured with similar base-station setup. The remaining 28 antennas are not considered
relevant to our simulation.
We consider a Cartesian coordination system with the origin at the center of the
base-station (see Fig. 5.2 for axis description). The width of the base-station is 39.4
mm ∗ 8 ≈ 0.32m by 39.4 mm ∗ 9 ≈ 0.35m in y and z axis, respectively. The location
of both uplink and downlink users are drawn randomly from a uniform distribution
over a cubical area, which we call the user space. The user space is 6.1 m, 18.2 m
and 8.0 m wide in x, y and z axis respectively, with a distance of 9.1 m from the
base-station in x axis. Part of the simulation parameters (e.g., x-axis distance) is
taken from the measurement setup introduced in [2] so that we could to the best of
our ability faithfully reflect the physical environment of the measuring process. The
y- and z-axis size of the user space is set such that its angular span to the base-station
is 56◦ ∼ 124◦ in elevation and −56◦ ∼ 56◦ in azimuth, close to the widest beamwidth
as measured in Chapter 3. This ensures that the simulated uplink and downlink users
are well covered by all types of lenses. With the 3D coordination of each antenna
(both base-station’s and users’), the AoA / AoD information corresponding to each
LOS path between antennas can be easily derived using basic math, which is vital to
the power calibration process described by Equation (2.2).
We calibrate the power of uplink, downlink and self-interference channel using
Equation (2.1). The three power calibrated channels are then fed to SoftNull and
JointNull for analysis. Given the randomness in users’ position generation, we run
each simulation for 50 epochs and present the averaged output so that the result is
statistically valid. Moreover, we adopt the same parameters for the simulation setup
from [1]. The total downlink transmission power at the base-station is set to 0 dBm.
The receiver noise floor is -95 dBm, at both the base-station and the downlink users.
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Figure 5.3: Self-interference and downlink receive power tradeoff curves. For both
SoftNull and JointNull, same transceiver configuration is adopted with Mt = 36, Mr =
36.
Additionally, we assume that an additional 25 dB of self-interference can be cancelled
in the digital domain at the Mr receiving antennas, i.e., βdc = 25 dB. This noise
cancellation depends on the impairments in the transceiver chain, such as transmit
noise, IQ-imbalance, ADC quantization noise, etc [1] [42] [43] [44] [45]. This value
will be higher for a transmitter with better circuitry and more accurate clocks.

5.4

Simulation Results

In this section we evaluate our lens-enhanced system’s performance in full-duplex
operations. We adopt a similar analysis approach as [1] and focus on the comparison
between different lens types. Detailed analysis and comparison between the two
adopted self-interference algorithms can be found in [1]. We present three main
results based on our analysis.
Result 5 For both SoftNull and JointNull, large lenses provide additional selfinterference cancellation compared to no lens and small lens, with fixed transceiver
configuration.
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In Fig. 5.3 we present the tradeoff between downlink receive power and selfinterference power. For both SoftNull and JointNull, we use a fixed transceiver
configuration with Mt = Mr = 36 transmit and receive antennas. The transmit
antennas are chosen from the top 4 rows of the base-station depicted in Fig. 5.2 while
the bottom 4 rows are assigned to receive antennas.
As shown in Fig. 5.3, both SoftNull and JointNull trade off downlink receive power
pdl and residual self-interference power psi . Regardless of the downlink receive power
value, large lenses always achieve more self-interference reduction compared to the no
lens case, with the same algorithm adopted. For the same amount of downlink receive
power, large lenses could provide an additional amount of 3.5 – 13 dB self-interference
cancellation compared to no lens using JointNull. This is reasonable since large lenses
are able to focus the antennas’ radiated power into the main beam direction, which
usually aligns well with the LOS path to downlink users. Thus, more power is assigned
to the downlink channel H d compared to no lens. Similarly, for large lenses the power
of the self-interference channel H s will be less than that of no lens. Taking both
factors into consideration yields a larger gap between downlink channel power and
self-interference power when large lenses are used, which is faithfully reflected by the
two algorithms in Fig. 5.3.
The performance gain of SoftNull is larger than that of JointNull in the low pdl
regions. As shown in Fig. 5.3, in low pdl regions (e.g., pdl = −81 dB), using large
lenses provide an additional 7 dB gain for SoftNull while only 3.5 dB to JointNull.
This can be explained by the fact that SoftNull is sub-optimal in self-interference
suppression while JointNull is optimal. Given the sub-optimal nature of SoftNull,
its performance is more sensitive to the same amount of change in the input channel
power, thus a higher performance gap between different lens types.
Note that with fixed lens type, JointNull outperforms SoftNull in the sense that
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Figure 5.4: Residual self-interference using JointNull with fixed downlink receive
power pdl = −90 dB. For each Mt , we present results using the transceiver configuration that yields maximum uplink power pul .
it achieves higher amount of self-interference reduction with same downlink receive
power. Thus, the remainder of our analysis focuses on JointNull alone to establish
the best performance comparison.
Result 6 Large lenses offer performance gain over no lens across all transceiver
configurations while in comparison, the performance gain of small lens is negligible.
In Fig. 5.4 we present the residual self-interference power psi with different number
of transmit antennas Mt using JointNull. For each Mt , there exists several transceiver
configurations that facilitate the self-interference suppression (more details in [1]).
Each configuration has Mt transmit antennas and Mr = M − Mt receive antennas,
but differ from each other in which Mt antennas are selected for transmitting. For
each Mt , we fix the downlink receive power to be -90 dBm, yielding a reasonable 5 dB
SNR for the downlink users. We then calculate the corresponding uplink power pul
for each configuration, and present the results using the one with the highest uplink
power in Fig. 5.4.
As shown in Fig. 5.4, with downlink receive power set to -90 dBm, large lenses of-
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fer 9-15 dB additional self-interference suppression across all the selected transceiver
configurations. However, as stated in Chapter 3, the adoption of lenses doesn’t necessarily lead to improved performance. For different transceiver configurations, the
performance gain of small lens over no lens is at most negligible, if not worse. This
is reasonable since the two generate similar beam patterns and thus similar input
channel power to JointNull.
Result 7 Large lenses offer achievable rate gain in both uplink and downlink over
small or no lens cases.
In Fig. 5.5 we present tradeoff between uplink and downlink achievable rate using
JointNull. For JointNull, each transceiver configuration and pdl corresponds to unique
pul and psi . For each (pdl , pul , psi ) generated with all configurations corresponding to
Mt ∈ [1, 72], we use Equation (2.5) to calculate the corresponding uplink and downlink
achievable rates. For each given downlink rate calculated, we find the highest uplink
rate and present it in Fig. 5.5. We also present the ideal full-duplex rate and TDD rate
for comparison. The ideal full-duplex rate for downlink is irrelevant to the JointNull
algorithm and is calculated using normalized the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of
the downlink channel as the precoder Pmp =

H †d

.
kH †d kF
As shown in Fig. 5.5, large lenses improve the uplink and downlink ideal full-

duplex rate by 4 bits/s/Hz and 6 bits/s/Hz, respectively, compared to no lens.
For achievable rate computed using JointNull, the gap is even larger between big
and no lenses. Additionally, we also observe that the achievable rate region of small
lens and no lens are intertwined, which further validates our previous observation
that the performance gain from small lens over no lens is negligible.
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Figure 5.5: Achievable rate comparison using JointNull between different lens types.

Chapter 6

Conclusions

Self-interference is the bottleneck for the full-duplex transmission schemes where spectral efficiency can be doubled compared to traditional half-duplex schemes. In this
thesis, we demonstrated that lenses offer improved full-duplex performance for massive MIMO array operating at the 3.5 GHz CBRS band. Our lens-based solution
utilizes the fact that self-interference generally comes from the side lobes of the
radiated beams, thus a reduction in side lobe power will essentially suppress the
self-interference. The most attractive aspect of the proposed system is that the performance improvement can be achieved potentially post-deployment for any legacy
system that attentively adjusts its self-interference suppression based on measurements. We first experimentally evaluated the proposed lens-enhanced base-station’s
performance from the link level. We showed that by using medium or large lenses,
power would be shifted from the side lobes to the main lobe, resulting in higher antenna gain and narrower beamwidth. We then illustrated such link-level improvement
leads to a system-level gain for the lens-enhanced communication system. The outdoor channel trace measurement result showed that the lenses improve the angular
correlation and channel condition number of the massive MIMO downlink channel.
This improves the MIMO downlink channel’s orthogonality and thus facilitates the
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low-cost linear signal processing algorithms intrinsic to massive MIMO. Finally, we
provided measurement-based simulation result on the full-duplex performance of our
lens-enhanced wireless communication system. We showed that large lenses suppresses more self-interference power than the baseline scenario where no lens is used
in a variety of simulation settings. And this additional amount of self-interference
suppression is also manifested by a spectral efficiency gain in both MIMO uplink and
downlink.
To close this thesis, I will illustrate some possible extensions for future research
in this area. Since we have shown that the reshaped beam pattern leads to improved
performance of full-duplex operations, one natural extension lies in the direction of favorable beam pattern design. Essentially the question to be answered here is two-fold:
(i), what is the optimal beam pattern for full-duplex operations that suppresses the
maximum amount of self-interference without sacrificing the downlink performance?
and (ii), how to design lenses that yields the optimal beam pattern? Our thesis can
be regarded as a partial answer to this question in the sense that we illustrated the
influence of the lens size. But it’s worth noticing that in practical lens design, the
parameter space to be explored is far more complicated than the size alone. To shed
light on this topic, one could try a variety of dielectric materials for the lens and
investigate its relation to the resultant beam pattern.
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